
 

 

[7:04:08 PM] Lewot: Lemme see where we left off... 

[7:04:51 PM] Lewot: I have no memory of updating your character sheets, so these might and/or 

might not be correct: https://sites.google.com/site/hannabartpekopon/home/game-2/player-

characters 

[7:05:15 PM] Lewot: You had entered the Hacidian Plains and killed the Killer--hey, I saw that 

[7:05:20 PM] KV: they're right 

[7:05:40 PM] KV: because I update a couple things as we go 

[7:05:48 PM] KV: and then yield to your bookkeeping on the rest 

[7:05:54 PM] Lewot: well, don't blame me if they're distracted during your part, KV 

[7:06:11 PM] Lewot: you had killed the Killer Shrews and Killer Tomatoes, then the Psychicks. 

[7:06:12 PM] KV: HEY GUYS 

[7:06:13 PM] KV: PAY ATTENTION 

[7:06:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: Andrew Cornell fumbles over and falls onto the ground 

[7:06:31 PM] Jay IV V: I'm still here though. 

[7:06:36 PM] KV: ARORA 

[7:06:37 PM] KV: CLOSE MINECRAFT 

[7:06:39 PM] KV: RIGHT NOW 

[7:06:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: Andrew Cornell continuously fumbles on the ground 

[7:06:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: ...somehow 

[7:06:56 PM] KV: ARORA I WILL DO IT 

[7:06:59 PM] Lewot: Here's what the true form of the psychic looks like: 

[7:07:03 PM] Lewot: https://804e1d63-a-62cb3a1a-s-

sites.googlegroups.com/site/hannabartpekopon/home/game-

2/enemies/monsters/rural/psychick/Psychick.gif?attachauth=ANoY7cqfs39sV3dk-j13RcK_b0O-

8ZJ4W7zhfn3wigNtEUq588VqUhpaSJZ8mcyKrlL4Bt6T_EMwHJEceS37zwfKLU6HgG-

AHMhiULCPcQpq_X9wzfqq5I2ZvtsLFBHYWl5fjxSfzRg7izEq5q7qROmIl0HZh7wODBF2xK

DVvITvpmrAwy-lWes9SMFETEylsTvm-

wNSbj8xCBAfnI4BH7Qk8jmUdTkm2_Q1L_ajbD69Jq4W8c7rX3Jm-GBoIhA61of-

JaTFxYCF92Oq5y9tYMiB4onYEAGO0L5ycDWNZciNDYd_Qk16v8U%3D&attredirects=0 

[7:07:11 PM] KV: I WILL HACK INTO YOUR COMPUTER AND KILL MINECRAFT.EXE 

[7:07:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: but KV 

[7:07:22 PM] KV: like a fuzzy almost 

[7:07:23 PM] KV: NO 

[7:07:24 PM] Andrew Cornell: how can you kill something 

[7:07:24 PM] KV: NO BUTS 

[7:07:30 PM] Via: I'm here 

[7:07:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: that's not even there? 

[7:07:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: : 

[7:07:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: 3 

[7:07:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: c 

[7:07:34 PM] Lewot: It's supposed to be more crusty than fuzzy. 

[7:07:43 PM] KV: ARORA I WIL MORDR U 

[7:07:47 PM] Via: let's get started guysss 

[7:07:50 PM] Via: come on 

[7:08:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: I thought we were starting 



 

 

[7:08:07 PM] Lewot: Anyway, you're standing in the tall grass near two trees that are set some 

distance apart from the tree wall of the Seraph Woods. 

[7:08:22 PM] Lewot: The tree wall is to the south. 

[7:08:35 PM] Lewot: To the east is the bottomless pit separating the Hacidian Plains from 

Trelvet. 

[7:08:46 PM] Lewot: To the north is a lot of Plains. 

[7:08:49 PM] Lewot: Er 

[7:08:57 PM] Lewot: I meant west, but also north too, actually. 

[7:09:07 PM] Via: Levan silently daydreams about killing multiple people on a color-coded 

team. 

[7:09:16 PM] Lewot: To the northeast is the bridge you crossed to cross the bottomless pit 

[7:09:26 PM] Lewot: to the northwest is In Halen's castle 

[7:09:42 PM] Lewot: to get into the castle, you need three keys, according to the possibly reliable 

Grate Oracle Lewot 

[7:09:46 PM] Via: (in halen) 

[7:09:58 PM] KV: (I keep thinking Van Halen) 

[7:10:00 PM] Via: (i've been lauging for 2 staight minute si'm sorry) 

[7:10:10 PM] Andrew Cornell: (yeah, I'm on Van Halen with thoughts) 

[7:10:17 PM] Lewot: (That is the pun.) 

[7:10:38 PM] Lewot: Miles had been following the direction of the hailstorm, but it had stopped 

a while ago 

[7:10:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I see no vans hailin in) 

[7:10:57 PM] KV: Miles soldiers on in the direction the hailstorm seemed to be heading. 

[7:11:16 PM] Lewot: it had gone kinda southwest from the bridge, and the Psychicks had pulled 

you more south... so you head west. 

[7:11:21 PM] KV: He adjusts his scarf so that it's nearly covering his mouth 

[7:11:32 PM] Lewot: It's pretty warm right now. 

[7:11:54 PM] Lewot: Crossing the bottomless pit from town to the Plains completely changed the 

entire climate, of course. 

[7:12:24 PM] Lewot: However, as the party proceeds through the tall dry grass, they do notice 

some melting hailstones among their feet. 

[7:12:34 PM] Lewot: It seems this is the right direction. 

[7:12:56 PM] Lewot: Miles leads the way, rustling through the grass... 

[7:13:00 PM] KV: Miles kicks a few hailstones. 

[7:13:06 PM] Jay IV V: Jay quietly looks around and follows. 

[7:13:07 PM] Via: Levan's gaze moves down to the ground. She kicks some of the hailstones, 

whistling. 

[7:13:21 PM] KV: "C'mon..." he mumbles. 

[7:13:23 PM] Via: "Miles, quit doing my thing, I was supposed to be doing it first." 

[7:13:37 PM] KV: Miles doesn't seem to hear Levan. 

[7:13:51 PM] Lewot: The hailstones seem normal... 

[7:13:52 PM] Via: Levan folds her arms in front of her. 

[7:14:06 PM] Lewot: You walk for a while... 

[7:14:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: I look around at all the hailstones on the ground wondering what 

it all means. 



 

 

[7:14:28 PM] Lewot: Seems like more hail as you go. 

[7:14:28 PM] KV: Despite the warm weather, a chill travels down Miles' back. 

[7:14:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I take it hailstorms aren't very natural to this area," I note aloud. 

[7:14:56 PM] Lewot: The sun beats down as if to confirm Rammen's statement. 

[7:15:06 PM] Lewot: In the distance, you notice a figure. 

[7:15:14 PM] Via: Levan begins to float. 

[7:15:37 PM] Lewot: The figure seems to be humanoid, and just standing there in the grass, 

pretty much like the Psychick was. 

[7:15:50 PM] Lewot: You can't tell if it's looking at you from here. 

[7:16:01 PM] Via: Levan looks ahead at the figure. 

[7:16:12 PM] Jay IV V: Jay moves his attention to the figure as well. 

[7:16:16 PM] KV: Miles' heart starts pumping faster and harder, but he presses on, not letting his 

anxiety show. 

[7:16:29 PM] Lewot: You continue forward and attempt to examine the figure... 

[7:16:47 PM] Lewot: As you get closer, you think it looks like a man. 

[7:17:13 PM] Lewot: He seems to be wearing a navy blue longcoat. Even from a distance, you 

can tell that it belongs to the popular Badass namebrand. 

[7:17:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: (lolzy) 

[7:17:35 PM] Lewot: He seems to be looking at you but not doing anything. 

[7:17:35 PM] KV: "Nnn... of course..." Miles mumbles again. 

[7:17:40 PM] KV: He stops. 

[7:17:50 PM] Lewot: He observes you stopping. 

[7:17:51 PM] Via: Levan closes her eyes and opens them again. 

[7:18:04 PM] Lewot: He's still there after Levan's eyes close and open. 

[7:18:23 PM] Jay IV V: Jay twitches his ears, keeping his eyes on the figure. 

[7:18:51 PM] Lewot: The figure lifts something out of the grass beside him. It's a scythe, much 

like the Grim Reaper would carry. 

[7:19:08 PM] Lewot: However, he's still quite far away, and he doesn't make to throw it at you or 

anything. 

[7:19:09 PM] KV: A bead of sweat starts forming on Miles' forehead. 

[7:19:11 PM] Via: Levan looks mesmerized. 

[7:19:26 PM] KV: "Stay alert, guys. This won't be pretty." 

[7:19:31 PM] Via: Deep down inside, she's always had a thing for scythes. 

[7:19:37 PM] Lewot: He begins walking slowly toward you. 

[7:19:55 PM] Via: She thinks about it and starts floating again. 

[7:19:59 PM] Lewot: His strides are confident, but he's watching you to see what effect his 

movement has. 

[7:20:28 PM] Via: Levan doesn't really move from her original place. 

[7:20:33 PM] KV: Miles stands unmoving, trying his best to appear unconcerned, though the 

gathered bead of sweat surely gives him away. 

[7:21:16 PM] Lewot: As he approaches, you can see that under the longcoat he's just wearing 

streetclothes. 

[7:21:47 PM] Lewot: He's fairly tall, but quite human. 

[7:22:27 PM] Via: Levan looks at Miles with a sort of confused, absentminded stare. 

[7:22:50 PM] Lewot: The expression on this guy's face is hard to read as he nears the party. 



 

 

[7:22:57 PM] KV: Miles turns to look at Levan. His eye twitches. 

[7:22:59 PM] Lewot: But he's also looking at Miles. 

[7:23:08 PM] KV: Miles looks back at the man. 

[7:23:18 PM] Lewot: He arrives within a few feet of you and stops. 

[7:23:26 PM] KV: Miles straightens up. 

[7:23:34 PM] Lewot: Man "Well, well. You're quite a long way from home, aren't you?" 

[7:23:52 PM] KV: "What are you doing here?" Miles tries his best to sound confident. 

[7:24:01 PM] Lewot: Man "Been quite a while. Four years, has it been?" 

[7:24:18 PM] KV: Miles' eyes narrow. 

[7:24:21 PM] KV: "I asked you a question." 

[7:24:28 PM] Lewot: Man "And the answer is none of your concern." 

[7:24:31 PM] Lewot: He grins. 

[7:24:41 PM] Lewot: "But I think you know the answer anyway." 

[7:24:55 PM] KV: "...I suppose I do." 

[7:25:11 PM] Lewot: Man "So the real question is... why are YOU here?" 

[7:25:35 PM] Via: Levan puts her hands together, as if excited. 

[7:25:46 PM] KV: Miles pulls the bow off his back, but doesn't grab an arrow yet. 

[7:25:50 PM] KV: "To stop you." 

[7:26:07 PM] Lewot: The man laughs, twirling his scythe a little, but also not striking. 

[7:26:18 PM] Lewot: Man "And just how do you plan to do that?" 

[7:26:35 PM] KV: Miles looks around at his teammates, then back at the man. 

[7:26:40 PM] KV: "Certainly not alone." 

[7:26:55 PM] KV: He pulls the goggles over his eyes and takes a ready stance. 

[7:27:07 PM] Lewot: Man "Suit yourself." 

[7:27:19 PM] Lewot: He shrugs. 

[7:27:33 PM] Lewot: Slowly, he reaches his scythe around Miles, careful not to cut him. 

[7:27:50 PM] Lewot: Using the scythe, he pulls Miles toward him. 

[7:28:04 PM] Lewot: He looks him dead in the eyes, and headbutts him for a First Strike! 

[7:28:08 PM] Lewot: Battle Initiated! 

[7:28:13 PM] KV: "Nngh!" 

[7:28:24 PM] KV: Miles falls backwards to the ground. 

[7:28:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: (headbutts: because fuck you) 

[7:28:43 PM] KV: (basically yes) 

[7:28:57 PM] Lewot: For 4 damage, I think 

[7:29:23 PM] Lewot: and... 

[7:29:42 PM] Via: Levan thinks about how hard the guy's head must be. 

[7:29:44 PM] Lewot: Nope, that's it. 

[7:30:06 PM] Via: She seems rather spaced out than usual. She feels a little spotty. 

[7:30:23 PM] Lewot: I forgot to mention you guys were still beaten up from the Psychick battle 

and could have used items to heal before this happened >:3 

[7:30:25 PM] KV: Miles rubs his head under the band of his goggles, pulling one lens up onto 

his forehead. 

[7:30:37 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 25/50, VP 24/40, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 

(1) 

Levan~ HP 22/35, VP 37/55, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 



 

 

Miles~ HP 33/45, VP 9/15, MP 25/35, Attack +2 (1) 

Rammen~ HP 14/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

[7:30:43 PM] Lewot: Man~ ??? 

[7:30:57 PM] Lewot: This guy counts as a boss, meaning it's the Enemy Phase 

[7:31:18 PM] Lewot: he switches weapons to a cyan medallion of some sort and casts a magical 

spell summoning Hail! 

[7:31:58 PM] Via: (sorry, internet blipped) 

[7:32:17 PM] KV: Miles "Rgh... Great." 

[7:32:34 PM] Lewot: Player Phase: You all take 1 damage from the Hail... well... Jay and Miles 

take 2, I think? 

[7:32:41 PM] Lewot: You guys had weaknesses to Ice? 

[7:32:52 PM] KV: (Miles does) 

[7:33:56 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 23/50, VP 24/40, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 

(1) 

Levan~ HP 21/35, VP 37/55, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

Miles~ HP 31/45, VP 9/15, MP 25/35, Attack +2 (1) 

Rammen~ HP 13/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Man~ ??? 

[7:34:19 PM] Via: Levan boosts everyones' Attack! 

[7:34:54 PM] Lewot: Levan uses Vigorizamos! 

[7:35:00 PM] Jay IV V: (I think) 

[7:35:12 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen attempts to look up the man in the Bestiary! 

[7:35:19 PM] KV: Miles waves Rammen down. 

[7:35:30 PM] KV: "Don't bother... He won't be in there." 

[7:35:37 PM] KV: "I can tell you what you need to know about him." 

[7:36:05 PM] KV: "Guys, this is my older brother, Milo." 

[7:37:00 PM] KV: "Obviously he prefers to fight with a Scythe. I think those are classed as 

Swordreavers... Axes that act backwards on the Weapon Triangle." 

[7:37:07 PM] Lewot: (Miles gets a special Tattle here.) 

[7:37:34 PM] Lewot: (Which means Rammen can actually go on the first turn.) 

[7:38:01 PM] KV: "Looking at him, I'd say he's got 80 HP, 40 VP, and 60 MP right now, as well 

as 2 Attack and Magic, 0 Defense, and 1 Brain. He's toughened up since I saw him last." 

[7:38:39 PM] Via: (OH GOD I HATE THOSE THEY'RE THE BANE OF MY EXISTENCE 

RIP EVERY SWORDMASTER THAT HAS FALLEN VICTIM TOT EHM) 

[7:39:02 PM] KV: "You may also have gathered by now that he's the source of the freak 

hailstorms." 

[7:39:33 PM] KV: "He can make it Hail on us at will, and worse yet, while it hurts us, it heals 

him." 

[7:39:43 PM] KV: "It's that jacket of his, it's a Frost Jacket." 

[7:40:31 PM] KV: "He's probably got a couple other Ice attacks I don't know about, which means 



 

 

Jay and I will be in some trouble." 

[7:41:00 PM] KV: "He's definitely immune to Ice, and resistant to Wind. The only weakness I 

know of is Fire." 

[7:41:50 PM] Via: Levan puts a finger to her chin. 

[7:41:56 PM] KV: "Worse still, our dad's death caused him to become quite the Sociopath, so... 

being my brother, if we try to fight, I'll come out of it more the worse for wear, but he'll be 

unaffected." 

[7:42:07 PM] KV: Miles stands back up, his head still sore, but manageable. 

[7:42:18 PM] Lewot: (This refers to Miles' support bonuses.) 

[7:42:19 PM] KV: "That's all I got. Levan, this one's gonna be all you." 

[7:42:28 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 23/50, VP 24/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (3), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 

(1) 

Levan~ HP 21/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (3), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

Miles~ HP 31/45, VP 9/15, MP 25/35, Attack +3 (3) 

Rammen~ HP 13/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (3), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 80/80, VP 37/40, MP 55/60 

[7:42:38 PM] Lewot: Jay and Rammen remain. 

[7:42:43 PM] Lewot: Hail continues to fall. 

[7:42:52 PM] Andrew Cornell: I close the book. "Fire, you say..." 

[7:43:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen unleashes PK Fire Beta on Milo! 

[7:43:46 PM] Lewot: That would be 2 Brain Power x2 = 4 +2 = 6 +2 from the support bonus = 8 

+2 from the weakness = 10 

[7:43:59 PM] Lewot: however, the Hail decreases Fire's power by 2 

[7:44:07 PM] Lewot: and then minus his defensive Brain Power of 1 

[7:44:10 PM] Lewot: for 7 

[7:44:11 PM] Lewot: and... 

[7:44:27 PM] Lewot: no Burn, sorry. 

[7:44:36 PM] Jay IV V: Jay uses Jagermonsta on Milo. 

[7:45:06 PM] Lewot: And here we have the WBAP of 6 x2 = 12 +3 = 15! 

[7:45:24 PM] Lewot: Jay is rockin' as usual. 

[7:45:55 PM] Lewot: He's down to 58 HP... 

[7:46:17 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase, he gets healed by 1 HP from the Hail. 

[7:46:49 PM] Lewot: Milo "Surrounding yourself with stronger allies, I see..." 

[7:47:09 PM] Lewot: Milo "Well, we can't start like this..." 

[7:47:14 PM] Lewot: Milo eats an Electro Pop! 

[7:47:26 PM] KV: Miles "Agh. His favorite candy, I forgot." 

[7:47:45 PM] Via: Levan squints her eyes. She's thinking of something else, but she doesn't say 

anything. 

[7:47:49 PM] Lewot: He heals 15 HP and becomes Electrified for 5 turns. 

[7:48:21 PM] KV: Miles "Dammit." 

[7:48:51 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[7:48:59 PM] Lewot: y'all are hurt by Hail 



 

 

[7:49:01 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 21/50, VP 24/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (2), Magic +2 (1) 

Levan~ HP 20/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (2), Magic +2 (1) 

Miles~ HP 29/45, VP 9/15, MP 25/35, Attack +3 (2) 

Rammen~ HP 12/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (2), Magic +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 74/80, VP 37/40, MP 55/60, Electrified (5) 

[7:49:21 PM] Via: Levan attacks with the fire lance! 

[7:49:32 PM] Lewot: Levan throws the Flame Lance for... 

[7:49:53 PM] KV: Miles takes two arrows from his quiver and takes them in his gloved hands. 

[7:49:56 PM] Lewot: 1x2 +1 = 3 +2 = 5 +2 = 7 -2 = 5 

[7:50:03 PM] KV: "Lucky gloves, don't fail me now..." 

[7:50:07 PM] KV: Miles uses Imbue! 

[7:50:45 PM] Lewot: Miles Imbues his arrows with Ice =P 

[7:51:01 PM] KV: Miles sighs, frustrated. "Useless." 

[7:52:28 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen fires off another PK Fire Beta! 

[7:52:38 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 21/50, VP 20/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (2), Magic +2 (1) 

Levan~ HP 20/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (2), Magic +2 (1) 

Miles~ HP 29/45, VP 9/15, MP 20/35, Attack +3 (2), Ice Imbue (2 uses) 

Rammen~ HP 12/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (2), Magic +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 69/80, VP 37/40, MP 55/60, Electrified (5) 

[7:52:48 PM] Lewot: The Brain boost went away already, so it does 5... 

[7:53:00 PM] Lewot: but it Burns him! 

[7:53:09 PM] Lewot: Milo "Ough--!" 

[7:53:34 PM] Jay IV V: Jay foes for another Jagermonsta! 

[7:53:55 PM] Lewot: Jay deals another 15-damage cleaving blow! 

[7:54:01 PM] Via: (warning, I've got 7 minutes until I leave the coffeehouse) 

[7:54:09 PM] Via: (but I'll be back when I leave) 

[7:54:15 PM] Lewot: However, he gets electrocuted for 2 damage! 

[7:54:27 PM] Lewot: (He's weak to Thunder, right?) 

[7:55:05 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[7:55:10 PM] Lewot: Milo is healed by 1 HP from Hail 

[7:55:12 PM] Jay IV V: (Yes) 

[7:55:59 PM] Lewot: Milo "Damn burns... still, this'll hurt you more than it hurts me!" 

[7:56:31 PM] Lewot: Milo re-equips his scythe and uses Harvest Slash! 

[7:56:46 PM] Lewot: He swipes the scythe across the whole party at once! 

[7:56:56 PM] Lewot: He takes 2 damage from his Burn... 

[7:57:10 PM] Lewot: And you guys take... 

[7:58:17 PM] Lewot: it starts at 8... it deals +1 to Jay because he has a sword equipped... 

[7:58:19 PM] Via: (i'm sorry but when i think o this guy i think of the main villain from rune 

factory) 



 

 

[7:58:28 PM] Via: (frontier) 

[7:58:29 PM] Lewot: it deals -1 to Levan... 

[7:58:39 PM] Lewot: and you all have 1 Defense except Miles... 

[7:58:47 PM] KV: (I've never played Rune Factory) 

[8:00:03 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 11/50, VP 20/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Levan~ HP 14/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Miles~ HP 21/45, VP 9/15, MP 20/35, Attack +3 (1), Ice Imbue (2 uses) 

Rammen~ HP 5/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 48/80, VP 30/40, MP 55/60, Electrified (4), Burn (2) 

[8:00:11 PM] Lewot: Then you all take damage from the Hail... 

[8:00:36 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 9/50, VP 20/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Levan~ HP 13/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Miles~ HP 19/45, VP 9/15, MP 20/35, Attack +3 (1), Ice Imbue (2 uses) 

Rammen~ HP 4/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 48/80, VP 30/40, MP 55/60, Electrified (4), Burn (2) 

[8:00:43 PM] Lewot: Jay has to be Feral by now, hasn't he? 

[8:00:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: "*cough* Anyone wanna lend me a hand here?" I ask. 

[8:00:54 PM] KV: (Miles has 19 HP) 

[8:00:55 PM] Via: (I have to go uhh if you want I can make a move really quick and you can 

continue that and I'll catch up??) 

[8:01:22 PM] Lewot: (We'll wait for you go ahead <3 ) 

[8:01:27 PM] Via: (okay <3) 

[8:01:29 PM] Lewot: (They can act first) 

[8:01:55 PM] KV: Miles pulls out his Heal Staff and casts Dia on Rammen. 

[8:01:57 PM] Jay IV V: "Agh... I'm pretty hurt, too." 

[8:02:06 PM] Lewot: Jay is Feral. 

[8:02:13 PM] Lewot: Rammen is healed by... 

[8:02:34 PM] Lewot: 9? 

[8:02:39 PM] KV: 9, I think. 

[8:02:46 PM] KV: 2 x2, +5 because Heal Staff. 

[8:02:54 PM] Lewot: Yes. 

[8:03:05 PM] Lewot: Rammen~ HP 13/45, VP 40/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (1) 

[8:03:11 PM] Lewot: Wait, -VP 

[8:03:19 PM] Lewot: you've done two Betas, right? 

[8:03:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: (yep) 

[8:03:44 PM] Lewot: And Jay's at 16 VP I think... 

[8:04:05 PM] Lewot: Okay, I think this is right now: 

[8:04:06 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 9/50, VP 16/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Levan~ HP 13/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 



 

 

Miles~ HP 19/45, VP 9/15, MP 15/35, Attack +3 (1), Ice Imbue (2 uses) 

Rammen~ HP 13/45, VP 30/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 48/80, VP 30/40, MP 55/60, Electrified (4), Burn (2) 

[8:04:10 PM] Lewot: Hail continues to fall. 

[8:04:25 PM] Lewot: Jay and Rammen... 

[8:04:32 PM] Lewot: you also have items... 

[8:04:52 PM] KV: (and Levan, though we're waiting for Via) 

[8:05:03 PM] Lewot: https://sites.google.com/site/hannabartpekopon/home/game-2/player-

characters 

[8:06:04 PM] Jay IV V: (I know this. I don't think any of mine heal though.) 

[8:06:26 PM] KV: Miles "Keep yourselves alive, guys." 

[8:06:33 PM] KV: Miles "I can only help so much." 

[8:07:32 PM] Lewot: You guys can still act before Levvies gets back. 

[8:07:37 PM] Lewot: If you like. 

[8:07:43 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I'm pretty sure none of my items heal me though) 

[8:07:54 PM] Lewot: Black Tea and Oolong Tea heal 

[8:08:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: (HP? VP? MP?) 

[8:08:08 PM] Lewot: All three :3 

[8:08:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: (for?) 

[8:08:16 PM] Lewot: And Status Problems. 

[8:08:25 PM] Lewot: Black for 5, Oolong for 10. 

[8:08:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: (well that's good to know) 

[8:08:55 PM] Lewot: Mistake heals all three for 1 but has an alcohol content, and you're a 

lightweight 

[8:09:40 PM] Lewot: Jay doesn't have any HP-healing items... 

[8:11:30 PM] Lewot: Milo's Badass(TM) longcoat whips in the wind of the hailstorm. 

[8:12:00 PM] Lewot: Milo "What's wrong, afraid to attack me after that shock?" 

[8:12:02 PM] KV: Miles' scarf flies freely as well. 

[8:12:15 PM] Jay IV V: Jay defends I suppose. 

[8:12:21 PM] Lewot: Alright... 

[8:12:43 PM] Lewot: Jay uses the oft-ignored Defend Command. 

[8:12:58 PM] KV: (I'm pretty sure that's the first instance of Defend we've seen) 

[8:13:04 PM] Lewot: Nah, Levan used it 

[8:13:11 PM] KV: (then ignore me) 

[8:13:18 PM] Lewot: can't remember where 

[8:13:50 PM] Lewot: Rammen, want to do anything yet? 

[8:14:22 PM] Lewot: Jay is probably all curled up in a ball, being Feral and Defending... 

[8:14:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen tosses Jay his Black Tea! 

[8:14:52 PM] KV: (I picture it splashing all over him) 

[8:14:55 PM] Lewot: Jay pops his head up and catches the Black Tea in his mouth! 

[8:15:00 PM] KV: (awww) 

[8:15:03 PM] Lewot: He's healed by 5 in each stat... 



 

 

[8:15:11 PM] Lewot: which means he's no longer Feral. 

[8:15:42 PM] Lewot: And now the universe takes a Kitten Pause for Levan 

[8:15:52 PM | Edited 8:15:55 PM] Jay IV V: "Phew, that's good." 

[8:16:42 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 14/50, VP 21/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Levan~ HP 13/35, VP 28/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (1) 

Miles~ HP 19/45, VP 9/15, MP 15/35, Attack +3 (1), Ice Imbue (2 uses) 

Rammen~ HP 13/45, VP 30/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 48/80, VP 30/40, MP 55/60, Electrified (4), Burn (2) 

[8:18:36 PM] Lewot: Wait a second, during the last Jaggermonsta, Milo had the scythe equipped, 

so that was actually -1 damage... 

[8:18:51 PM] Lewot: So 49/80. 

[8:19:14 PM] Via: (so my internet is acting up. excellent) 

[8:19:44 PM] Lewot: No, wait, never mind. 

[8:19:48 PM] Lewot: He still had the medallion. 

[8:20:20 PM] Lewot: Aww, sorry. 

[8:20:45 PM] Lewot: Is it gonna work? 

[8:20:59 PM] Via: (yes, it's just going to lag sometimes) 

[8:21:09 PM] Via: (but my screen is fixed) 

[8:21:15 PM] Lewot: Well, the stats are up there, and it's your turn. 

[8:21:26 PM] Lewot: But yay lower brightness <3 

[8:21:59 PM] Lewot: Miles healed Rammen, Rammen healed Jay, and Jay Defended. 

[8:22:34 PM] KV: not quite in that order 

[8:22:42 PM] Via: hmm 

[8:22:45 PM] Via: what should levan do 

[8:23:08 PM] Lewot: Hail continues to fall. 

[8:23:20 PM] Lewot: You've gotten hit by hail three times so far, right? 

[8:23:46 PM] KV: (yeah, that sounds about right) 

[8:23:50 PM] KV: (brb making food) 

[8:23:56 PM] Via: I think so 

[8:24:13 PM] Lewot: Oh yeah, your messages are lagging, sorry. 

[8:24:23 PM] Lewot: You can check your items, Levan, or just attack before the boost wears off. 

[8:24:46 PM] Lewot: Wait, well, you're using the Flame Lance which doesn't get the boost... 

[8:25:03 PM] Lewot: But the Flame Lance is thrown, so it avoids Electrification 

[8:25:08 PM] Lewot: you also have the Javelin... 

[8:26:34 PM] Lewot: Flame Lance is 3 damage right now, because of Hail; Javelin would be... 

2x2 = 4 + 3 = 7. 

[8:27:48 PM] Via: Use the Javelin ?? yes that sounds like a plan 

[8:31:30 PM] Lewot: Lag is laggy. 

[8:31:47 PM] KV: (Super shitty school internet is super shitty.) 

[8:33:10 PM] Lewot: Okay, looks like she throws the Javelin! 

[8:33:18 PM] Lewot: For apparently 7 damage. 

[8:33:35 PM] Lewot: The Enemy Phase Hail heals him back up to 42 HP. 



 

 

[8:33:51 PM] KV: (Miles has 19, Milo has 42.) 

[8:34:21 PM] Lewot: Milo "Hmm, what to do..." 

[8:35:00 PM] Lewot: He grins at Miles. 

[8:35:16 PM] Lewot: He equips his Ice Medallion again and casts Icicle Spear! 

[8:35:30 PM] KV: Miles grits his teeth. "Shit.." 

[8:35:33 PM] Via: 42 

[8:36:17 PM] Lewot: We get 2x1 +2 from the weakness and 2 from the Hail... but then Miles has 

his robe... 

[8:37:05 PM] Lewot: Which reminds me, I forgot Jay's armor before. 

[8:37:07 PM] KV: (also Ice Medallion is +1 to all Ice attacks) 

[8:37:17 PM] Lewot: Oh yeah, that. 

[8:37:29 PM] Lewot: So each icicle deals 4 damage to Miles and 3 to his robe 

[8:37:38 PM] Lewot: Milo only manages to fire two icicles. 

[8:38:33 PM] Lewot: Total of 8 damage to Miles. 

[8:38:34 PM] Via: ughh this lag 

[8:38:38 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[8:38:44 PM] Lewot: you're hit with Hail again 

[8:39:14 PM] Lewot: And your Attack +3 wears off. 

[8:39:25 PM] KV: (is Miles Frozen?) 

[8:39:38 PM] Lewot: Well, first Milo was hurt by his Burn... 

[8:40:22 PM] Lewot: Miles is Frozen for 2 turns by the first icicle! 

[8:40:37 PM] Lewot: (Time is skipping a bit. Appropriate enough for Levan's lag.) 

[8:40:43 PM] Via: levan raises attack again this lag is making me so angry 

[8:41:16 PM] KV: Miles scarf is frozen in place, hanging eerily. 

[8:41:32 PM] Lewot: Levan uses Vigorizamos again! 

[8:41:47 PM] Via: (i'ms sorry i just thought of the spycicle) 

[8:41:51 PM] Lewot: She's at 19 VP <3 

[8:42:05 PM] KV: (ahaha, I didn't even think of that) 

[8:42:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen pulls out his Super Leaf! 

[8:42:55 PM] Lewot: Rammen transforms into Raccoon Rammen! 

[8:43:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Fear my...raccoon...appearance...rah!" 

[8:43:31 PM] Lewot: (He would look rather cute) 

[8:44:03 PM] Lewot: Miles is frozen solid, so just Jay remains. 

[8:44:30 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 13/50, VP 21/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (3) 

Levan~ HP 12/35, VP 19/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (3) 

Miles~ HP 9/45, VP 9/15, MP 15/35, Ice Imbue (2 uses), Freeze (2), Attack +3 (3) 

Rammen~ RHP 5/5, HP 12/45, VP 30/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (3) 

 

vs. 

 

Milo~ HP 40/80, VP 30/40, MP 50/60, Electrified (3), Burn (1) 

[8:44:57 PM] Lewot: You've got him halfway down... 

[8:45:43 PM] Jay IV V: Jay will go for using his Bros. Flower. 

[8:45:57 PM] Lewot: Jay pulls out the Bros. Flower and tosses it in the air! 

[8:46:15 PM] Lewot: Unfortunately, Miles is Frozen, so he can't participate, BUT 



 

 

[8:46:21 PM] Lewot: let's see 

[8:46:55 PM] Lewot: each fireball does 4 damage 

[8:47:06 PM] Lewot: (1 + 3 + 2 - 2) 

[8:47:20 PM] Lewot: Jay tosses 4 of them at Milo 

[8:47:25 PM] Lewot: Levan tosses 4 

[8:47:29 PM] Lewot: and Rammen tosses 2 

[8:47:55 PM] Lewot: for a square 40 damage total! 

[8:48:05 PM] Lewot: Milo "Kyaaahhh--!" 

[8:48:24 PM] Lewot: Milo hunches over in a hurt pose. 

[8:49:15 PM] Lewot: You all gain 9 XP! 

[8:49:27 PM] KV: Miles falls over backwards, and the ice shatters. 

[8:49:31 PM] KV: Miles "Ah-!" 

[8:50:16 PM] Via: (sorry i'm still lagging) 

[8:50:17 PM] Lewot: Where were you at for XP... 

[8:50:31 PM] KV: 13/20 by my count 

[8:50:35 PM] KV: which means we all level up 

[8:50:44 PM] Lewot: You all level up! 

[8:50:51 PM] KV: and as we're at level 15 now, we all can learn a new attack. 

[8:51:14 PM] Lewot: Ah yes. 

[8:51:21 PM] Lewot: Well, pick your stats first. 

[8:51:30 PM] Jay IV V: >HP 

[8:51:35 PM] KV: >MP 

[8:52:57 PM] Lewot: Rammen, Viatita? 

[8:53:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: >MP 

[8:53:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: cause why not 

[8:54:03 PM] Lewot: You could learn something magical right now if you like. 

[8:54:26 PM] Lewot: Via might be lagging, so let's do the sendoff and then wait for her stat... 

[8:54:36 PM] Lewot: the screen fades back to the field 

[8:54:39 PM] Lewot: Milo "Nngh. Not bad. You've definitely grown up, little bro." 

[8:55:01 PM] KV: "Tell me something, Milo..." 

[8:55:05 PM] KV: Miles climbs up to his feet. 

[8:55:12 PM] KV: "Do you know what you're dealing with?" 

[8:55:21 PM] Lewot: Milo "I always do." 

[8:55:46 PM] KV: Miles shakes his head, a tinge of sadness coming through. 

[8:55:49 PM] KV: "Not like this." 

[8:55:56 PM] KV: He gestures to his friends. 

[8:56:02 PM] KV: "We've seen what the Blood Orbs are capable of." 

[8:56:23 PM] Lewot: Milo coughs. The hailstorm around him subsides. 

[8:56:25 PM] Lewot: Milo "No shit. We've ALL seen it." 

[8:56:38 PM] KV: "You don't understand." 

[8:56:48 PM] KV: "We've seen it up close and personal." 

[8:56:58 PM] Via: >HP 

[8:57:02 PM] KV: Miles' eyes start to well up with tears. 

[8:57:10 PM] KV: "You're out of your depth here, brother, you have to believe me." 

[8:57:23 PM] Lewot: Milo "I know what I'm doing." 



 

 

[8:57:31 PM] KV: "No, you really don't." 

[8:57:41 PM] Lewot: Milo "It's good to see you." 

[8:57:52 PM] KV: Miles nods. "Mm." 

[8:57:56 PM] Lewot: Milo "Don't get in my way again." 

[8:58:12 PM] Via: Levan floats. 

[8:58:12 PM] Lewot: He holds up his Ice Medallion and vanishes in a shower of hailstones! 

[8:58:28 PM] Lewot: Left behind in the pile of hail, you see a large green key. 

[8:58:36 PM] Via: (I want to keep playing despite the lag) 

[8:59:03 PM] Jay IV V: Jay feels awkward and out of the loop here. 

[8:59:06 PM] KV: Miles steps forward, taking off his scarf. He kneels down and nabs the key. 

[8:59:19 PM] Lewot: Miles got the Green Castle Key! 

[8:59:57 PM] Lewot: Now, do we want to keep playing, or is the lag too bad? 

[9:00:06 PM] KV: Miles turns around towards his teammates, not quite able to look them in the 

eye. 

[9:00:12 PM] KV: Tears are starting to fall unbidden now. 

[9:00:16 PM] Andrew Cornell: (what a jerk, tells us to stay out of his way after he attacks us) 

[9:00:21 PM] KV: "S-sorry about that.." 

[9:00:41 PM] Lewot: The temperature starts to warm back up as the sun beats down. 

[9:00:51 PM] KV: (I'm thinking we should probably cut it here) 

[9:00:54 PM] Lewot: The hail looks very out of place. 

[9:01:05 PM] Lewot: The grass blows in the breeze... 

[9:01:14 PM] Lewot: watered by Miles' tears. 

[9:01:20 PM] Jay IV V: "Nothing to worry about man." Jay reassures, awkwardly. 

[9:01:40 PM] Lewot: Maybe before we quit, you guys should use some more healing items. 

[9:01:51 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 13/50, VP 21/40, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (3) 

Levan~ HP 12/35, VP 19/55, MP 5/5, Attack +3 (3) 

Miles~ HP 9/45, VP 9/15, MP 15/35, Ice Imbue (2 uses), Freeze (2), Attack +3 (3) 

Rammen~ RHP 5/5, HP 12/45, VP 30/40, MP 10/10, Attack +3 (3) 

[9:01:57 PM] Lewot: ignore the Status Conditions, but 

[9:02:09 PM] KV: Miles falls backwards again, sitting down. 

[9:02:33 PM] KV: He pulls the Melon out of his bag and starts eating it. 

[9:02:39 PM] Lewot: also, any chance we might play again tomorrow? 

[9:02:45 PM] KV: "It's been years, I thought... I hoped..." 

[9:02:58 PM] Jay IV V: A blessing has come to us, for I will be able to play tomorrow night. 

[9:03:00 PM] Via: I WANT TO KEep palying 

[9:03:03 PM] Via: cvcxvxc 

[9:03:13 PM] KV: (I think so) 

[9:03:16 PM] Lewot: Miles heals 25 HP by eating the Melon! 

[9:03:54 PM] Lewot: Levan floats above the waist-high grass, her toes just brushing. 

[9:04:13 PM] Via: hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

[9:04:23 PM] Via: kv you suck 

[9:04:35 PM] Via: so does this lag 

[9:04:41 PM] Lewot: We can keep going if you like. 

[9:04:43 PM] KV: (oh, if that's the case, then) 

[9:04:46 PM] KV: (let's go) 



 

 

[9:04:52 PM] Lewot: You're pretty much in the middle of nowhere now, grass all around. 

[9:05:00 PM] Lewot: Directly north is In Halen's Castle. 

[9:05:04 PM] Via: kv if you wat to stop i don't want to force you to play more 

[9:05:05 PM] Lewot: It's pretty far away. 

[9:05:21 PM] Lewot: Less far but still farish, and south, is the tree wall. 

[9:05:22 PM] KV: (oh, no, I only said we oughta call it due to lag on your part. If you're game, by 

all means let's continue.) 

[9:05:29 PM] Lewot: You came from the east of here. 

[9:05:40 PM] Lewot: To the west, the plains seem to stretch infinitely. 

[9:05:51 PM] Lewot: There is the suggestion of bushes way in the distance. 

[9:06:20 PM] Lewot: And some odd red shape north of the suggestion of bushes. 

[9:06:26 PM] Lewot: You have one out of three keys. 

[9:06:38 PM] Lewot: What does who propose to do? 

[9:06:49 PM] Lewot: Levan has some healing items, if she would like to use them. 

[9:06:53 PM] Lewot: The wind whistles by... 

[9:07:03 PM] KV: Miles tries to stand back up, but his arms are trembling. 

[9:07:15 PM] Lewot: Levan 

 1) Super Shroom 

 2) Two-Bean Salad 

 3) Koopa Tea 

 4) Potato 

 5) Potato 

 6) Magic Mango 

 7) Enigma 

 8) Molasses Tea 

 9) Pomegranate Tea 

10) 

[9:07:17 PM] Jay IV V: "You all right to keep going, Miles?" 

[9:07:29 PM] KV: "I... y-yeah, I think so..." 

[9:07:47 PM] KV: Miles seems to have a faraway look in his eyes. 

[9:08:34 PM] Lewot: The cold from the hailstorm is pretty much gone now. 

[9:08:43 PM] Via: what do the items do again 

[9:08:44 PM] Lewot: The hailstones are a bit watery. 

[9:08:45 PM] Via: aaaaah lag 

[9:10:59 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Perhaps it is in our best interest to visit the castle first?" I say, 

pointing towards Halen Castle. 

[9:11:17 PM] KV: Miles grasps the key tightly. 

[9:11:22 PM] KV: "Yeah... right..." 

[9:11:45 PM] KV: He shakes his head. It doesn't help. 

[9:12:01 PM] Lewot: Rammen is still in Raccoon Form, and thus able to fly. 

[9:12:54 PM] Via: (leeewotototo) 

[9:12:58 PM] Lewot: There it is 

[9:13:00 PM] Via: (wqhat do they do) 

[9:13:08 PM] Via: (kdjgdjflksdjfk) 

[9:13:09 PM] Lewot: Super Shroom is 10 HP 



 

 

[9:13:27 PM] Lewot: Koopa Tea is 15 HP and if you use it in battle it gives a Defense boost 

[9:13:34 PM] Via: (did you get my HP upgrade in there btw?) 

[9:13:41 PM] Lewot: Potato is 3 HP (yes I did) 

[9:13:52 PM] Lewot: Magic Mango is 4 MP 

[9:14:12 PM] Via: ( <3) 

[9:14:22 PM] Lewot: Molasses Tea gives a VP Trickle (which can be applied out of battle but it 

only starts working in battle) 

[9:14:35 PM] Lewot: Pomegranate Tea heals some random stats 

[9:14:45 PM] Lewot: I'll have to look that one up again 

[9:14:50 PM] Lewot: Enigma has to be used in battle 

[9:14:57 PM] Lewot: well, actually 

[9:15:03 PM] Lewot: you COULD use it outside 

[9:15:30 PM] Lewot: it will turn into either a Mushroom (5 HP), Fire Flower (Fire State), or 

Starman (Invincible) 

[9:15:36 PM] Via: Levan will use the Super Shroom, I think would be the best idea. Sorry for the 

lag, guys 

[9:15:48 PM] Lewot: It's okay, we love you <3 

[9:15:50 PM] Via: If you don't want to put up with it we can stop but I want to keep going ahh 

[9:15:53 PM] Lewot: Levan heals 10 HP. 

[9:17:14 PM] Lewot: I'm figuring stats, but if somebody wants to act, go ahead. 

[9:17:19 PM] Lewot: Did you want to go to the castle? 

[9:17:27 PM] KV: Miles tries to stand up again. 

[9:17:47 PM] KV: He's still shaking rather uncontrollably, but he manages to make it to his feet. 

[9:18:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: I start heading off towards the castle, keeping my eye on Miles. 

[9:18:54 PM] KV: Miles follows. 

[9:19:09 PM] Lewot: Raccoon Rammen leads the way toward the castle. 

[9:19:14 PM] Jay IV V: Jay follows behind Miles. 

[9:19:17 PM] Lewot: You've got a lot of grass to walk through... 

[9:19:28 PM] Lewot: It's definitely warmed back up, though. 

[9:20:21 PM] Lewot: (I'm using my time figuring stats to represent your time walking. Don't 

worry, I'm almost done.) 

[9:21:18 PM] Lewot: Alright, you rustle through the grass for a while... 

[9:21:25 PM] Lewot: you're approaching the castle... 

[9:21:53 PM] Lewot: it's quite large, and basically square, with a watchtower on top of each 

corner (though it doesn't look like anything's watching from them) 

[9:22:15 PM] Lewot: you're still some distance away when you run into a strange plant growing 

amonst the grass. 

[9:22:49 PM] Via: Levan examines it immediately. 

[9:22:50 PM] Lewot: It looks sort of like this: 

http://www.mariowiki.com/images/f/fe/Munchlesia_PM.png 

[9:23:14 PM] Lewot: It has 1G sitting on top of it. 

[9:23:25 PM] Lewot: As in one gold coin. 

[9:25:11 PM] Jay IV V: Jay eyes the plant, tapping it with his foot. 

[9:25:27 PM] KV: Miles seems to slowly be regaining his composure. 

[9:26:13 PM] Lewot: The plant moves its four arms a bit in response to Jay's foot, but doesn't do 



 

 

anything else. 

[9:26:42 PM] KV: Miles grabs the coin. 

[9:27:21 PM] Andrew Cornell: I look up the plant in the Bestiary. 

[9:27:25 PM] Lewot: As Miles grabs the coin, the plant's arms curl around Miles' arm. 

[9:27:36 PM] Lewot: The plant sucks 1 HP out of Miles. 

[9:27:43 PM] Via: LEvan looks very very closely at it. 

[9:27:46 PM] Lewot: Then it releases his arm, allowing him to have the coin. 

[9:27:52 PM] Via: She seems awed at what it does to Miles. 

[9:27:57 PM] KV: The injury seems to fully snap Miles back to reality. 

[9:27:57 PM] Via: "I want one." 

[9:28:05 PM] KV: "Ack! Get... OFF!" 

[9:28:06 PM] Via: "Guys, I want one of these." 

[9:28:09 PM] Lewot: Rammen finds the plant in the back of the Bestiary: it's called a 

Munchlesia. 

[9:28:12 PM] KV: Miles whacks the plant with his free arm. 

[9:28:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I get the feeling one is not supposed to mess with this plant," I 

note as Miles is whacking the plant. 

[9:28:47 PM] Lewot: It produces gold coins by extracting gold out of the ground with its roots. It 

uses them to lure in its prey. 

[9:28:55 PM] KV: "Why would you WANT this kind of plant?" 

[9:29:02 PM] Lewot: The plant just kinda jiggles when it's whacked. 

[9:29:19 PM] Lewot: It doesn't seem to take damage. 

[9:29:19 PM] Via: "It's cute." 

[9:29:39 PM] Via: "It's a carnivorous plant! Beautiful." 

[9:29:42 PM] Lewot: One of its arms seems to move fractionally toward Levan as she continues 

to compliment it. 

[9:30:31 PM] KV: "I'll get you one for Christmas." 

[9:30:48 PM] KV: Miles rotates the arm that the Munchlesia had been... munching on. 

[9:31:01 PM] Jay IV V: Jay examined the plant, "Ah, one of those kinda plants, huh." 

[9:31:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Pretty much," I reply, closing the Bestiary again. I then continue 

onward towards the castle. 

[9:32:19 PM] Lewot: Raccoon Rammen leads the party closer toward the castle. Levan probably 

lags behind, staring at the plant. 

[9:32:43 PM] Lewot: You're approaching the south side of the castle, which does not appear to 

have a door on it. 

[9:32:54 PM] Jay IV V: "Yeah guys." 

[9:33:08 PM] Jay IV V: "This appears to be some kind of device to prevent us from entering." 

[9:33:13 PM] Jay IV V: Jay poked the wall. 

[9:33:19 PM] KV: Miles blinks. 

[9:33:21 PM] KV: "Jay." 

[9:33:25 PM] Lewot: The wall does not respond to Jay's poke. 

[9:33:26 PM] KV: "They call those walls." 

[9:33:43 PM] Lewot: It's made of something like concrete. 

[9:34:00 PM] Jay IV V: "I know," Jay chuckled, "I'm messing around. Comic relief seemed 

necessary." 



 

 

[9:34:18 PM] KV: Miles blinks again. 

[9:34:27 PM] KV: Maybe he wasn't quite snapped back yet 

[9:34:31 PM] Lewot: You can walk around the castle to the right or left, or Raccoon Rammen 

could fly onto the roof. 

[9:34:39 PM] Lewot: You're not sure where the door is. 

[9:34:40 PM] Via: (lags behind) 

[9:34:47 PM] Via: (thank you) 

[9:34:56 PM] Jay IV V: "Eheh. Never mind." 

[9:35:17 PM] Lewot: Levan slowly drifts over to the rest of the party, still staring back at the 

Munchlesia. 

[9:35:49 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I think I'll fly over, see if there's an entrance," I say. "The rest of 

you should probably walk around and check for one as well." 

[9:35:56 PM] Via: "I hope we see more of those sometime." 

[9:36:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: I then use my raccoon powers and fly up and over the castle. 

[9:36:28 PM] KV: "They're probably growing all around the plains, Levan, I'm sure we'll see 

more." 

[9:36:34 PM] Lewot: Rammen's raccoon tail flutters behind him as he takes off and flies up the 

castle wall! 

[9:36:45 PM] Lewot: The wall is quite high. 

[9:36:51 PM] KV: Miles walks around to the east side of the castle. 

[9:36:53 PM] Lewot: Miles doesn't think he can jump up. 

[9:37:00 PM] Lewot: He walks around the east side... 

[9:37:09 PM] Lewot: Rammen arrives on the roof. 

[9:37:33 PM] Lewot: The roof is completely flat with no apparent entrance. However, you could 

check the four watchtowers. 

[9:37:47 PM] Lewot: Miles arrives in the east side. 

[9:37:57 PM] Lewot: There is a large metal door there. 

[9:38:03 PM] Via: Levan thinks about how there could be more plants with different 

personalities in the plains, and she gets excited. 

[9:38:04 PM] Lewot: It's at ground level. 

[9:38:14 PM] Andrew Cornell: I check along the watchtowers for signs of life and entrances. 

[9:38:26 PM] KV: Miles inspects the door. 

[9:38:46 PM] Lewot: Let's have you specify which watchtower you check first, southest, 

southwest, northeast, northwest? 

[9:39:08 PM] Lewot: Miles sees that the door itself appears quite impregnable, but on the right 

side of it there are three colored keyholes. 

[9:39:22 PM] Lewot: The green one is on the bottom. Above it is an orange one, and above that, 

a purple one. 

[9:39:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: southwest tower 

[9:39:52 PM] Lewot: And when I say door, it's actually double doors. 

[9:40:01 PM] Via: Immediately I think northwest because that's the username of someone I like a 

lot at em 

[9:40:02 PM] Lewot: Raccoon Rammen flies up to the southwest tower. 

[9:40:08 PM] Via: as in he's a good friend haha 

[9:40:10 PM] Lewot: There is absolutely nothing there. 



 

 

[9:40:17 PM] Via: lagtime 

[9:40:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: southeast tower? 

[9:40:26 PM] Lewot: He flies across to the next one. 

[9:40:33 PM] Lewot: Sitting atop the tower is a small spiky ball. 

[9:40:35 PM] Lewot: It's not alive. 

[9:40:39 PM] Lewot: It's an item. 

[9:40:47 PM] Andrew Cornell: I pick up the spiky ball 

[9:40:57 PM] Lewot: Rammen got the Sticky Barb! 

[9:41:06 PM] Lewot: It works pretty much just like in Pokemon. 

[9:41:13 PM] Andrew Cornell: nifty, good to know 

[9:41:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: alright, northeast tower 

[9:41:37 PM] Lewot: Rammen flies above the rest of the party to check the next tower... 

[9:42:13 PM] Lewot: Sitting atop the next tower are a pair of sandals with wings on them. 

[9:42:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: I pick up the sandals 

[9:42:41 PM] KV: Miles forces the Green Castle Key into the Green Castle Keyhole. 

[9:42:46 PM] Lewot: Rammen got the Winged Sandals! 

[9:42:57 PM] Via: hey come on i said northwest 

[9:42:58 PM] Andrew Cornell: and now I fly over to the northwest tower 

[9:42:59 PM] Lewot: Miles turns the key... 

[9:43:16 PM] Lewot: The metallic double doors open to reveal... a second, inner set of metallic 

double doors. 

[9:43:22 PM] Via: ugh 

[9:43:30 PM] Via: now i'm starting to get kind of annoyed 

[9:43:31 PM] KV: Miles sighs. "Figures." 

[9:43:51 PM] Lewot: Rammen flies to the remaining tower. 

[9:43:59 PM] Lewot: There is a wooden trapdoor in the tower floor. 

[9:44:10 PM] Andrew Cornell: I attempt to open the trapdoor. 

[9:44:17 PM] Lewot: Rammen opens the trapdoor. 

[9:44:23 PM] Lewot: Three Golbats fly out! 

[9:44:26 PM] Lewot: Battle initiated! 

[9:44:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: (oh fuck me) 

[9:44:43 PM] KV: (TAKE A DRINK) 

[9:44:50 PM] Via: sigh 

[9:45:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: Andrew Cornell guzzles down three drinks 

[9:45:06 PM] Jay IV V: (I predicted it secretly) 

[9:45:08 PM] Lewot: The rest of you can help with ranged attacks. 

[9:45:26 PM] Andrew Cornell: "EYAAAAAAAGGGGHHHH!!" 

[9:45:29 PM] KV: Miles shouts up to Rammen. "WHAT HAPPENED?!" 

[9:45:30 PM] Lewot: I have to get your stats set up... 

[9:46:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I'VE GOT TROUBLE UP HERE!!" I shout out 

[9:46:33 PM] KV: "WHAT KIND OF TROUBLE? FIGHT TROUBLE?" 

[9:46:45 PM] Andrew Cornell: "BIG DAMN BATS!!" 

[9:47:30 PM] Lewot: Your support bonuses activate... 

[9:47:52 PM] KV: "RIGHT, INCOMING!" 

[9:49:08 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 18/55, VP 21/40, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 



 

 

(1) 

Levan~ HP 27/40, VP 19/55, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

Miles~ HP 33/45, VP 9/15, MP 20/40, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

Rammen~ RHP 5/5, HP 12/45, VP 30/40, MP 15/15, Raccoon State, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 

(2), Brain +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Golbat~ ??? 

Golbat~ ??? 

Golbat~ ??? 

[9:49:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Alright, you fiendish bloodsucking vampiric wannabes, listen 

up!" 

[9:50:00 PM] Andrew Cornell: "THIS is my BOOM STRIKE!!" 

[9:50:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses PK Fire Beta on the Golbats! 

[9:50:18 PM] KV: (I see what you did there.) 

[9:50:44 PM] Andrew Cornell: (do ho ho, you see what I did there~) 

[9:51:09 PM] Lewot: Lessee, they take... 

[9:51:48 PM] Lewot: 2x2 = 4 + 2 = 6 + 2 from the boost = 8 - 1 Brain = 7 

[9:52:27 PM] Lewot: and the first one is Burned. 

[9:53:31 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 18/55, VP 21/40, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 

(1) 

Levan~ HP 27/40, VP 19/55, MP 5/5, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

Miles~ HP 33/45, VP 9/15, MP 20/40, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 (2), Brain +2 (1) 

Rammen~ RHP 5/5, HP 12/45, VP 25/40, MP 15/15, Raccoon State, Attack +2 (1), Magic +2 

(2), Brain +2 (1) 

 

vs. 

 

Golbat~ ???, Burn (3) 

Golbat~ ??? 

Golbat~ ??? 

[9:53:49 PM] KV: Miles dons his gloves and pulls his goggles down over his eyes, as per usual. 

[9:54:03 PM] KV: "Let's see if I can't provide any assistance." 

[9:54:37 PM] KV: Miles bounds up as high as he can, and makes a pushing motion with his 

hands, as if trying to force the earth below him away. 

[9:55:09 PM] KV: A strong breeze comes from his gloves and pushes him upwards towards the 

top of the tower. 

[9:55:16 PM] KV: He can see the three Golbat giving Rammen problems. 

[9:55:22 PM] KV: "Time to try something new." 

[9:55:34 PM] Lewot: (This is his new attack. The rest of you can learn something too, if you 

have any ideas.) 

[9:55:58 PM] KV: Miles flies down to the Golbat, circling them rapidly a few times before 

setting down next to Rammen. 

[9:55:58 PM] Via: (I think I might have an idea) 



 

 

[9:56:03 PM] KV: Miles used Whirlwind! 

[9:56:11 PM] Lewot: Oh, I forgot, at the beginning of the Player Phase, Rammen took 1 damage 

from the Sticky Barb. 

[9:56:40 PM] Lewot: Miles' Whirlwind deals 6 damage to each of the Golbats... 

[9:57:02 PM] Jay IV V: Could Jay even hit them from down here? 

[9:57:26 PM] Lewot: Nobody becomes Dizzy. 

[9:57:41 PM] Lewot: You could take this opportunity to teach Jay a ranged attack =P 

[9:57:44 PM] Lewot: Sword throw, maybe? 

[9:59:50 PM] Jay IV V: (Hm... I guess, but that seems kinda weird to me. xD I was thinking 

something like Poison Sting, even though Golbats are already probably poison-resistant.) 

[10:00:14 PM] Lewot: Yeah, they are actually immune to poison. 

[10:01:04 PM] Lewot: Okay, uh, my sister wants me to give her a ride somewhere 

[10:01:11 PM] Lewot: she got a DUI so she can't drive 

[10:01:34 PM] Lewot: I'll use this to let Levan's lag catch up to us 

[10:01:41 PM] Lewot: and you guys can think about learning attacks if you like 

[10:01:45 PM] Lewot: I'll be back in a few minutes 

[10:01:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I think I know what I'm going for) 

[10:02:28 PM] Via: hi 

[10:37:46 PM] Lewot: fuck sorry 

[10:37:49 PM] Lewot: I'm back 

[10:38:08 PM] KV: welcome back 

[10:38:26 PM] Via: lewot said fuck 

[10:38:33 PM] Via: a rare occasion 

[10:38:46 PM] Lewot: less and less recently 

[10:38:49 PM] Lewot: we still good? 

[10:38:58 PM] Lewot: anyone want to learn an attack? 

[10:39:36 PM] Lewot: I've lost track of any sense of turn progression but 

[10:39:40 PM] Lewot: let's see 

[10:39:59 PM] KV: (Rammen and I have moved, and we're both up on top of the watchtower.) 

[10:40:07 PM] KV: (Levan and Jay have not moved, and they're down below) 

[10:40:10 PM] Lewot: Right. 

[10:40:26 PM] Jay IV V: I suppose I'll just defend. 

[10:40:36 PM] Lewot: Levan could chuck the Flame Lance or the Javelin up at a Golbat, or she 

could use Volamos to turn everyone into Raccoons. 

[10:40:55 PM] Lewot: Jay Defends again. 

[10:41:16 PM] Lewot: Rammen learned PK VimUp Alpha! 

[10:42:17 PM] Via: what would be the better option 

[10:43:18 PM] Lewot: Well, the Golbats aren't very strong, but since the Raccoon State remains 

after battle, you're not wasting it. However, it costs a lot of VP. 

[10:44:00 PM] Lewot: Rammen has a couple of Maple Syrups and you have the Molasses Tea 

and whatever else you had to heal VP... 

[10:44:51 PM] KV: (Miles also has a Jelly Sandwich and the Chuckola Cola) 

[10:45:05 PM] Lewot: Right, so, I guess Raccoon isn't a bad idea. 

[10:45:18 PM] Lewot: Get everyone up there. 

[10:46:06 PM] Lewot: I'm sorry that took so long guys. 



 

 

[10:46:30 PM] KV: (It's cool, although we should definitely think about calling it soon. I gotta be 

up at 7 tomorrow morning.) 

[10:46:36 PM] Via: yes raccoon time 

[10:46:43 PM] Via: I'll be going to sleep after this 

[10:46:46 PM] Lewot: Let's just waste these bats. 

[10:46:51 PM] Lewot: Raccoon time! 

[10:46:54 PM] KV: (Yes, let's.) 

[10:47:16 PM] Lewot: Levan lifts everyone's spirits with her adorableness, giving them Raccoon 

Powers! 

[10:47:23 PM] Lewot: Levan and Jay fly up to the roof. 

[10:47:41 PM] Lewot: Do you still want to Defend, now, Jay, or would you rather attack? 

[10:47:47 PM] Lewot: I'll let you take it back this time. 

[10:48:03 PM] Lewot: I'll also let you know that Golbat A is slightly stronger than B and C. 

[10:48:34 PM] Jay IV V: Ah, I suppose Jay could perform a sword attack against Golbat A. 

[10:49:01 PM] Lewot: That's 2x2+2 and with the support boost of +2 = 8. 

[10:49:27 PM] Lewot: It's still kickin'. 

[10:49:32 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[10:50:24 PM] Lewot: well, normally they would Confuse you, but 

[10:50:47 PM] Lewot: let's have the first one use Wing Attack on Miles... 

[10:50:57 PM] Lewot: for 4 damage 

[10:51:05 PM] KV: "Balls!" 

[10:51:21 PM] Lewot: The second one uses Leech Life on Levan 

[10:51:33 PM] Lewot: for 1 damage, healing 1 HP 

[10:51:50 PM] Lewot: (the first one was hurt by its Burn) 

[10:52:06 PM] Lewot: the last one uses Astonish on Rammen for 1 damage. 

[10:52:10 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:52:16 PM] Lewot: wait, one second 

[10:52:31 PM] Lewot: nope, the Sticky Barb stays on Rammen. 

[10:52:37 PM] Lewot: Rammen is hurt by 1 HP. 

[10:53:14 PM] KV: Miles uses Doubleslap on Golbat B 

[10:53:44 PM] Lewot: Jay~ RHP 5/5, HP 18/55, VP 21/40, MP 5/5 Magic +2 (2) 

Levan~ RHP 4/5, HP 27/40, VP 5/55, MP 5/5 Magic +2 (2) 

Miles~ RHP 1/5, HP 33/45, VP 9/15, MP 15/40 Magic +2 (2) 

Rammen~ RHP 4/5, HP 12/45, VP 25/40, MP 15/15 Magic +2 (2) 

 

vs. 

 

Golbat~ ???, Burn (2) 

Golbat~ ??? 

Golbat~ ??? 

[10:53:48 PM] Lewot: You're all still raccoons. 

[10:53:56 PM] Lewot: Er 

[10:54:02 PM] Lewot: Magic +2 only has 1 turn left 

[10:54:07 PM] Lewot: Miles uses Doubleslap 

[10:54:13 PM] Lewot: 1 damage twice. 



 

 

[10:54:41 PM] Lewot: Still alive. 

[10:55:19 PM] Lewot: Wait, Rammen's at 3/5 RHP from the Sticky Barb. 

[10:55:44 PM] Lewot: Somebody kill them please. 

[10:56:17 PM] Jay IV V: Jay attackts Golbat B with his sword. 

[10:56:33 PM] Lewot: 6 damage kills Golbat B. 

[10:57:06 PM] Via: Levan attacks a thing 

[10:57:07 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses PK Fire Beta! 

[10:57:08 PM] Via: hello lag 

[10:57:37 PM] Lewot: That's another base 6... you lost your Brain +2 support, so Golbat C is still 

alive. 

[10:57:59 PM] Lewot: No Burn. 

[10:58:04 PM] Lewot: Hello Via 

[10:58:08 PM] Lewot: Levan attacks! 

[10:58:13 PM] Lewot: She kills the last one. 

[10:58:23 PM] Lewot: You all get 1 XP for participating. 

[10:58:31 PM] Lewot: You're all still raccoons. 

[10:58:37 PM] Lewot: We'll quicksave here. 

[10:58:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: RACCOON QUICKSAVE 

[10:59:00 PM] KV: wooooo 

[11:00:44 PM] Via: there should be an enemy based off of internet lag 

[11:00:58 PM] Lewot: I'm sure I can think of something. 

[11:01:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: he is known as 

[11:01:19 PM] Lewot: I was gonna do either a Fast Loris or a Slow Lorax as a pun on Slow 

Loris... 

[11:01:39 PM] Lewot: erm, but a lagging thing could be Slow all the time. 

[11:01:50 PM] Lewot: Or it could make all of you Slow. 

[11:02:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: Laggifer 

[11:02:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: the Angel of Lag 

[11:02:11 PM] KV: I would think it would make all of us Slow 

[11:02:15 PM] KV: because it IS lag 

[11:02:18 PM] KV: and we feel the effects 

[11:02:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: his main attack is 

[11:02:42 PM] Lewot: Anyway, coming up is something that isn't lag but that is still rather cool 

and related to Levan's story. 

[11:02:50 PM] Lewot: Although it depends which direction you guys go. 

[11:03:03 PM] Lewot: There's all kinds of stuff out there... 

[11:03:11 PM] Lewot: Only some of it is necessary. 

[11:03:21 PM] Via: hi 

[11:03:24 PM] Lewot: hi <3 

[11:03:31 PM] Via: can we go in The Direction automatically 

[11:03:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: Lagalicious 

[11:03:43 PM] Lewot: I'll try to prompt you. 

[11:03:53 PM] Lewot: Actually, from atop the castle, you should be able to see everything... 

[11:05:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: from the day we appeared on the planet 

[11:08:07 PM] Lewot: Oh yes, so as for the Winged Sandals 



 

 

[11:08:21 PM] Andrew Cornell: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AFqYeXKK3I dis guy with 

dis cat 

[11:08:22 PM] Lewot: they stay in the normal inventory, but you can Equip them 

[11:08:27 PM] Lewot: and then you will be flying 

[11:08:37 PM] Andrew Cornell: flying FOREVER 

[11:08:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: because flying mummies are great 

[11:09:05 PM] Jay IV V: Hermes' Sandals? 

[11:09:46 PM] Lewot: KV had actually requested something similar, but you guys can decide 

who gets them 

[11:09:52 PM] Lewot: you could pass them around between each battle 

[11:11:28 PM] Via: I'm thinking about my attack 

[11:11:36 PM] Via: hmmm 

[11:11:48 PM] Lewot: Ah yes 

[11:11:51 PM] Lewot: hmmm 

[11:13:34 PM] Via: hehehe i like how i was playing tf2 during the first hal of that session and i 

paid perfect attention for the most part 

[11:13:40 PM] Via: lewot was so worried it was cute 

[11:13:51 PM] KV: I noticed that, I was impressed 

[11:14:10 PM] Lewot: well 

[11:14:25 PM] Lewot: it's mainly because it goes fullscreen and stuff 

[11:14:25 PM] Via: this is why you don't underestimate me [gundam tanaka voice] 

[11:14:30 PM] Via: oh 

[11:14:31 PM] Via: mine doesn't 

[11:14:33 PM] Lewot: oh 

[11:14:36 PM] Lewot: that would be weird 


